
READING MUSIC FOR… NEWBIES!  (IT’S OK, WE’RE NOT DUMMIES!!) 

LESSON 1 

So  you don’t read music.  It’s not as complicated as it sounds, really.  In JOV, BJ has made learning the notes, or 
“pitches”, easy with recorded music tracks.  What does need to be learned is the terminology that BJ uses, and the 
counting.  Counting is pretty critical, and it can be challenging, but with some practice, it can be learned.  Nothing makes 
a choir sound better than everyone singing exactly the same (correct!) rhythm, and having the same entries and cut-offs. 

So we’re going to have some very short lessons (that won’t be onerous to read) to see if we can’t get non-readers 
feeling a bit more comfortable with the score that sits in front of them. 

 Terminology for today’s lesson: 

Let’s start with SCORE—simply, the pages of music you’re holding in your binder or looking at on your Ipad or whatever; 
“The entirety of the instrumental and vocal parts of a composition in written form “ (https://dictionary.onmusic.org) 

The score is laid out in  SYSTEMS—”The entire notation of a line of music for all the parts and voices involved, presented 
in a group of two or more staves (AKA “staffs”) which are joined together by a vertical bar and a brace at the left side. “ 
(https://dictionary.onmusic.org) 

For example, you might see this system—set out for 4 “VOICES” —in this case, Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass—plus 2 lines 
for piano.  More on voices in a later lesson. 

 So another term arises—the “STAFF” or “STAVE” (same thing).  It’s simply the five lines and the spaces between them 
on/in which the notes are drawn (there’s actually a bit more to it than that, but that’s for later). 

  

  

 



Each line or space represents one note or pitch.  Those notes are absolute—that is, a note written on a given line or in a 
given space will always sound the same, in any piece of music.  On the word “Snow” above, that’s an A—and it will 
always be an A, and always sounds the same (well, except for sharps and flats, but that’s for another lesson).  We’ll get 
into the notes more in a later lesson. 

To back up a bit, sometimes the staves for the voices get combined—typically, Soprano and Alto on one line, Tenor and 
Bass on the other. 

 

When that happens, it means that the Sopranos will sing the top of the two notes on the S/A line, and the Altos the 
bottom.  Ditto for Tenors and Basses.  So it’s important to keep an eye on how the systems are presented so you know 
when to sing.  Sometimes BJ will go back and forth between 2-line and 4-line systems within one song. 

 

Herein ends the lesson.  I said I’d keep them short! 


